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Installation is easy
Gerflor’s Pro Lock is a practical, hard wearing, modular
floating floor suitable for climate controlled residential
to medium commercial spaces, including wet areas.
The interlocking planks are designed for fast installation
and no underlay is required. Pro Lock can be installed as
as a floating floor without adhesive, for a cleaner, faster
installation with improved air quality.
If loose laid in areas experiencing excessive heat, extreme
temperature variations or direct sun, temperatures should
be controlled between 15 and 28 degrees Celsius and 
windows shaded. If temperature and sunlight are not 
controlled, Pro Lock should be fully adhered.

Maintenance
1. Sweep or vacuum your floor regularly (at least once a 
week) to remove loose dirt and dust.
2. Prevent stains by wiping up spills immediately.
3. Mop regularly using a neutral detergent or regular
vinyl cleaner diluted in water.
4. It is not recommended to apply wax to Pro Lock. This
can cause a slip hazard.
5. If your Pro Lock floor is exposed to excessive water due 
to flooding, simply remove the water as quickly as 
possible by hand or mechanically and ensure the room is 
well ventilated.
6. Use floor protector pads (not rubber) under furniture 
legs. Rubber leaves indelible stains on vinyl flooring.

To download the detailed Installation and Maintenance Guide
for Pro Lock visit www.gerflor.co.nz

New Zealand timber designs with bevelled 
edges in contemporary colours

www.carpetcourt.co.nz
0800 787 777

LIMED OAK 0448 MUSHROOM OAK 0700

SILVERED OAK 0678 KIWI OAK 0679

BLACKJACK 0327 VINTAGE WOOD 0511

TALLOWWOOD 0385 BRUSHBOX 0433

AUSTRALIAN OAK 0430 WENGE 0390

www.gerflor.co.nz

*Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the New Zealand Consumer
Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure or for compensation for
any other loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired if the goods fail to
be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. For more detail
call 0800 630 119 or visit www.gerflor.co.nz

**Gerflor recommends gluing for areas with high temperature variance such as 
conservatories and bay-windows.


